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Overview
As the MaMuMi project tries to utilise the musical biographies and experiences of migrants for
promotion of intercultural understanding and helping migrant integration into host societies, it
obviously is important to understand the contexts of dynamics with which migrant integration
is confronted in the project countries. The following is a national overview on the situation in
the Spanish national context, exploring the migration to Spain and national initiatives of
integration.

Immigration in Spain
Within the European Union, Spain is the country with the third highest number of immigrants
at 643,684 after Germany and France and fourth highest in Europe, if one includes the United
Kingdom 1. As a country at the EU border to North Africa, Spain has been regularly receiving
immigrants and refugees already before the more recent migration crisis and most non-EU
immigrants are from Africa, with relatively few being from the Middle East. The largest
immigrant community of Africans in Spain are the Moroccans. Additionally, an even more
significant source of immigrants is Latin America, from where many people choose Spain as
their destination in Europe, likely due to the shared language. Venezuela and Colombia are
the main countries of origin of these migrants. Aside from that, major immigrant groups are
mostly from the European Union and the United Kingdom, which have special status due to
being EU citizens (or subject to whatever settlement will be implemented after the post-Brexit
transition period).
In terms of total numbers, the five most major immigrant flows in 2018 were Venezuelans
(71,666), Moroccans (61,715), Colombians (56,253), British (31,276) and Romanians
(28,030) 2. While Venezuelan immigration is a more recent trend, the four other groups have
been already established in the previous decade and there exist significant communities of
these nationals within Spain 3.
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Top 10 Countries of Origin of Immigrants, 2018

Venezuela

71,666

Morocco

61,715

Colombia

56,253

United Kingdom

31,276

Romania

28,030

Honduras

23,671

Italy

22,002

Peru

21,463

Argentina

19,166

Brazil

17,863

It should be kept in mind when looking at these numbers that there is a considerable difference
in the integration of the different migrant groups, as hinted to already earlier. Broadly, one can
make out three different groups:
The first is EU citizens, which often do not become naturalised citizens, as they already have
equal rights to many Spanish citizens by virtue of being European Union citizens. These
migrants usually come due to work, though many, especially from more affluent countries also
go to Spain for retirement. The United Kingdom is a special case in this regard, due to having
one of the largest expat communities in Spain, while having left the European Union and being
in a transition phase making it uncertain how the future status of UK citizens will be in the long
term.
The second group and by far the most numerous is the large number of Latin American
immigrants, which while not on the same level as Spanish nationals has a privileged status in
that the Spanish law allows them to become naturalised citizens after a mere two years of
residence instead of the usual ten years. This special rule also applies to citizens of other
former Spanish colonies such as the Philippines and Equatorial Guinea (it however does not
apply to Morocco), as well as Andorrans, Portuguese and Sephardic Jews 4.
Lastly, there is the African community, which has no special treatment and mostly comes to
Spain due to geographical proximity. These migrants have also the hardest way to integrating
themselves into Spanish society, due to this and added factors like the language barrier which
is far less pronounced for Latin Americans.
The differences between these groups in integration can be clearly seen in areas like labour
market integration. While the Spain has had quite high numbers of unemployed in the last few
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years, especially among its younger population, non-natives in Spain overall have a slightly
lower rate of long-term unemployment 5, which however is more due to lower number of
unemployed (non-native) EU citizens, as a comparison for example in youth unemployment
shows a clear difference between migrants who are EU citizens and migrants who are not,
with the former being over 10 percentage points higher in employment than non-EU citizens,
which are barely above the native average. Similarly, the gap in rate of people at risk of poverty
between natives and other EU citizens is considerably lower (11.4 percentage points for
population aged 20-64) than for non-EU foreigners (33.3 percentage points for the same age
group) 6.
Overall immigration to Spain has mostly picked up since the late 90s. There has been a short
term drop in 2009, when the amount of immigrants per year decreased from 599,074 in 2008
to 392,963 in 2008, however in the years since 2013 the annual number of immigrants has
picked up again, recovering from 280,772 in 2013 to 342,114 in 2015 to 532,132 in 2017 and
643,684 in 2018. It should be noted that the number of registered foreigners has not grown as
fast as one would expect given such numbers, to a large part due to naturalisations, especially
of Latin American immigrants.
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The Importance of Music/Arts Provision within National Policy Provisions for Integration
Integration in Spain makes relatively little use of music and arts, at least in terms of integrating
migrants. In general, the Spanish state has very little in direct measures aimed at integrating
migrants and mostly earmarks funds for an annual call for tenders. Several institutions provide
programmes, however nothing could be found including music/arts and migrants, as most
programmes are more aimed at providing language education and vocational training.
Programmes do however exist to foster social inclusion of other marginalised groups utilising
music and art, especially the disabled. These include programmes aimed at training musicians
on how to work with people with disabilities, such as those offered by the Fundación Música
Creativa y Plena Inclusión Madrid, with their #PasiónPorLaMúsica.
http://musicacreativa.com/se-abre-la-convocatoria-para-inscribirse-en-canto-abierto/
Other offers are more directly aimed at the disadvantaged people themselves, such as the
2017 project “Mosaica de Sonidos” organised by the Asociación Española de Orquestras
sinfónicas and funded by BBVA. This program had over 300 participants and worked with
various arts in workshops using music, dance, poetry and drama to help integrate people with
disabilities by using art as a unifying medium.
https://www.europapress.es/epsocial/igualdad/noticia-musica-instrumento-promoverinclusion-discapacidad-20180424132937.html
Similarly, musical therapy has been offered for the social inclusion of people suffering from
dementia and alzheimer.
https://www.apropacultura.cat/sites/default/files/informe_final_octubre_23_oct_18.pdf
Back to the topic of migrants and integration, there has been really quite little matching this,
with most initiatives either being aimed at migrants, but using different innovative approaches
not including music (but showing a clear willingness to try new and participative approaches) 7,
or are more aimed at multiculturalism, less at the matter of migrant integration, like the crossborder initiative Tingitana in Ceuta, organising a Festival of Cultures to promote social change
and intercultural understanding through music.
https://www.emc-imc.org/fileadmin/user_upload/Publications/Sounds11WEB.pdf p.30
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Overall, the initiatives are typically organised on a grass roots level, by local organisations or
cultural institutions and thus also tend to be self-funding or funded by the private sector. They
demonstrate a willingness to work on migrant integration, as well as acknowledge the power
of music to integrate disadvantaged groups, however, like with many integration initiatives in
Spain, there is no national initiative for this, nor a policy for the use of music in integration.
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